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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20555

ENCLOSURE

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

DISCREPANCIES IN PREVIOUS SAFETY EVALUATION FOR AMENDMENT 193

TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO. DPR-52

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 2

DOCKET NO. 50-260

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA, the licensee), in a letter dated June 27,
1991, identified discrepancies related to the NRC Safety Evaluation (SE)
dated March 22, 1991, that approved License Amendment 193. Amendment 193
updated Table 3.7.A, "Primary Containment Isolation Valves," of the Browns
Ferry Nuclear (BFN) Plant Technical Specifications for Unit 2.

2.0 BACKGROUND

The licensee submitted a license amendment application dated August 2, 1988 to
update Table 3.7.A, "Primary Containment Isolation Valves," of the BFN,
Units 1, 2, and 3 Technical Specifications. By letter dated July 13, 1989,
TVA supplemented the ot iginal amendment application with more detailed
information. On July 10 and 11, 1990, a working level meeting was held
between the licensee and the NRC staff. This meeting was documented by a

meeting summary dated August 17, 1990. The licensee responded, in a
September 17, 1990 letter, to the NRC staff recommendations contained in the
August 17, 1990 meeting summary. To support the BFN Unit 2 restart schedule,
the staff limited its attention to Unit 2 and issued Amendment No. 193 only
for BFN Unit 2 on March 22, 1991. At that time, the staff noted that similar
safety evaluations would be required for Units 1 and 3 prior to their restart.
In a June 27, 1991 letter, the licensee identified discrepancies in the
staff's SE of Amendment No. 193 dated March 22, 1991. The licensee provided
further information regarding these discrepancies in a letter dated March 12,
1992.

3. 0 EVALUATION

The staff evaluated the discrepancies identified by the licensee. This safety
evaluation supplements the NRC's SE by addressing each of the licensee's
corrections (i.e., discrepancies) and providing a revised safety evaluation,
as appropriate.
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3.1 Nain Steam Line Drai

Original SE p. 6: "The Nain Steam Lines and Hain Steam Drains have two air-
operated globe valves on each, one inside and one outside of containment...
They utilize an air supply to open and a spring to close..."

Correction Provided by TVA: "Nain Steam drain valves are Limitorque motor
operated valves. The drain valves are not air-operated, spring-loaded valves
as described in the SER."

NRC Revised Evaluation: The discrepancy is focused on the type of valve, air-
operated globe valves versus motor operated valves, in the main steam line
drains. NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan" (SRP), Section 6.2.4. 11.6.j states
that:

"In meeting the requirements of General Design Criteria 55 and 56,
upon loss of actuating power, automatic isolation valves should take the
position that provides greater safety... For lines equipped with motor-
operated valves, a loss of actuating power will leave the affected valve
in the "as is" position, which may be the open position; however,
redundant isolation barriers assure that the isolation function for the
line is satisfied."

The Hain Steam Drain isolation valves (2-FCV-1-55, 2-FCV-1-56) are motor
operated valves and fail "as is". The power supplies to the valves are
separate and diverse and come off the 480 Volt RHOV board 2A (2-FCV-1-55) and
250 Volt DC RHOV board 2B (2-FCV-1-56), respectively. These boards are divi-
sional power supplies from opposite shutdown buses. The current configu-
ration, which utilizes diverse power supplies for redundant isolation barri-
ers, is therefore acceptable.

3.2 Demineralized Water

Original SE p.7: Demineralized Water, Penetration 20, is classified as a
non-essential system. The Demineralized Water System has an inboard remote-
manually operated globe valve and an outboard simple check valve."

Correction Provided by TVA: "The inboard isolation valve is a manual valve
with no remote operation capability."

HRC Revised Evaluation: The discrepancy is focused on whether the globe valve
is remote-manually operated or is a manual valve with no remote operation.
Both containment isolation valves (CIYs) are located outside of containment
with the globe valve (2-2-1383) being the outermost CIV and the check valve
(2-2-1192) being the innermost CIV. The use of a check valve as a CIV outside
containment was found acceptable in the Narch 22, 1991 Safety Evaluhtion. The
globe valve is a manual valve with no remote operation and is included in the
locked valve program. This valve is not used during normal operation. SRP

Section 6.2.4. II.6.f states that:
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"Sealed closed barriers may be used in place of automatic isolation
valves. Sealed closed barriers include blind flanges and sealed closed
isolation valves, closed remote-manual valves, and closed automatic
valves which remain closed after a loss-of-coolant accident. Sealed
closed isolation valves should be under administrative control to assure
that they cannot be inadvertently opened. Administrative control
includes mechanical devices to seal or lock the valve closed, or to
prevent power from being supplied to the valve operator."

Therefore, the use of the manual globe valve, which is included in the locked
valve program, is acceptable.

3.3 Reactor Feedwater

Original SE p.8: "The Reactor Feedwater System has a downstream remote manual
valve. To provide a more positive means of isolation the staff suggested that
this valve be identified in the BFN Emergency Operating Instructions (EOIs) as
a valve that should be closed in some reasonable period of time. This added
focus on the importance of the valve as a containment isolation valve should
improve the overall reliability of the penetration and therefore provides
additional assurance of long term isolation. TVA has committed to revise
2-EOI-3 to identify these valves."

Correction Provided by TVA: "TVA's commitment in the letter dated
September 17, 1990 required that 2-EOI-3 be revised to identify the valves
which potentially could be used fot isolation of leaks from high energy
primary systems into secondary containment. This information has been
incorporated into 2-EOI-3. This commitment was completed on February 28,
1991. The valves in the feedwater system were evaluated as a part of this
update. The manual valves inside of containment would not be accessible for
postaccident conditions and therefore are not identified as potential isola-
tion sources in the secondary containment control section of 2-EOI-3. The
next valves in the feedwater system piping that represent a potential isola-
tion source are the outlet valves from the high pressure feedwater heaters.
These valves are physically located in the turbine building and therefore
would not represent an isolation point for high energy primary systems into
secondary containment. Based on this analysis, the valves were not identified
in 2-EOI-3."

NRC Revised Evaluation: The discrepancy is focused on the availability of
another valve to provide assurance of long-term isolation in addition to the
existing double check valve arrangement. Although the double check valve
arrangement is the original design basis for this penetration, the arrangement
may not provide assured long-term isolation as the pressure differential
across the check valves decreases. Another valve could provide complete
protection in the long-term. The licensee evaluated the outlet valves from
the high pressure feedwater heaters (2-FCV-3-75, 2-FCV-3-76, 2-FCV-3-77) as
potential isolation sources. Although these valves are located in the turbine
building, they can still provide isolation. Procedure 2-EOI-3, "Secondary
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Containment and Radioactive Release Control," instructs operators to isolate
all primary systems that are discharging into areas outside primary and
secondary containments except systems required to assure adequate core cooling
or shut down the reactor. Operators use the normal operating procedures to
shut down the feedwater system. Operating Instruction 2-0I-3, "Reactor Feed-
water System", instructs operators to close the feedwater heater outlet valves
when shutting down the reactor feedwater system. Therefore, operators would
be expected to operate the feedwater heater outlet valves, as necessary, to
secure the system in post-accident situations. The staff finds that the
guidance provided to operators for closing feedwater heater outlet valves
which provide additional assurance of long-term isolation, is acceptable.

3.4 Service Air S stem

Original SE p. 9: "In response to the staff's recommendation, TYA committed
by letter dated September 17, 1990 to add this globe valve (2-133-1070), to
the locked valve program."

Correction Provided by TVA: "The valve identified as 2-133-1070 should be
2-33-1070."

NRC Revised Evaluation: The discrepancy identified by the licensee is due to
a typographical error. The correct number for the globe valve is 2-33-1070.
The original conclusions remain valid.

3.5 Recirculation S stem

Original SE p. 10: "Recirculation System, Penetrations 37C and 38C, are
classified as a non-essential system. Penetrations 37C and 38C have double
check valve arrangements as isolation barriers, one inside and one outside
containment which are Appendix J tested for leakage. [General Design
Criteria] GDC 55 Part 2 requires a locked closed boundary outside containment
for acceptance. The downstream remote-manual valve has been identified in the
EOIs as a final isolation boundary and this isolation arrangement is accept-
able on the basis stated above in the Reactor Feedwater Section."

Correction Provided by TVA: "There is no remote manual valve located down-
stream of penetration 37C/38C and the double check valves. Thus, no valves
were identified in the revised EOIs for the recirculation system for such
long-term isolation purposes."

NRC Revised Evaluation: Penetrations 37C and 38C provide seal injection water
to the recirculation pumps. The discrepancy is focused on the availability of
another valve to provide long-term isolation assurance in addition to the
existing double check valve arrangement. Although the double check valve
arrangement is the original design basis for this penetration, the arrangement
may not provide assured long-term isolation as the pressure differential
across the check valves decreases. Another valve could provide complete long-
term protection. The recirculation pump seal injection water is provided by
the control rod drive (CRD) hydraulic pumps. The CRD pumps are provided with
inlet and outlet isolation valves, and a discharge check valve. Downstream of
the CRD pumps, the seal water injection lines are provided with a manual seal



supply shutoff valve, manual flow control valve, and manual isolation valves
before entering the containment penetration.

Procedure 2-EOI-3, "Secondary Containment and Radioactive Release Control,"
instructs operators to isolate all primary systems that are discharging into
areas outside primary and secondary containments, except systems required to
assure adequate core cooling or shut down the reactor. If a CRD pump is
operating, the pressure from the seal supply water will prevent back-leakage
through the double check valve arrangement. If a CRD pump is not operating,
the pumps would be isolated from the seal injection lines by normal procedures
via the pump isolation valves. For long-term accident situations, the
recirculation pumps would be shut down. Procedure 2-0I-68, "Reactor Recircu-
lation System," instructs operators to close the pump seal supply shutoff
valve 2-68-568(559) and monitor seal pressure to ensure the valve is not
leaking.

The above provisions provide for long-term isolation assurance and are there-
fore acceptable.

3.6 Reactor .Water Cleanu RWCU S stem

Original SE p.10: "RWCU supply, Penetration 14, is classified as a non-
essential system. It has an inboard and an outboard motor operated gate valve
as containment isolation barriers. These valves isolate upon a Group I
signal. The parameters that input into the signal are listed above in the
Hain Steam Line/Drain section. The parameters that input into the group
isolation signal meet the requirements of a diverse isolation signal. This
arrangement meets the criterion set forth in GDC 55 Part 4 and is acceptable."

Correction Provided by TVA: "These gate valves isolate on a Group 3 signal,
not a Group I signal."

NRC Revised Evaluation: The discrepancy is focused on the Group isolation
signal for the RWCU supply isolation valves. SRP Section 6.2.4. II.6.1 states
that there should be diversity in the parameters sensed for the initiation of
containment isolation to satisfy the requirement of GDC 54 for reliable isola-
tion capability. The valves in the RWCU supply line isolate on a Group 3

isolation signal. The parameters that will cause a Group 3 isolation signal
include reactor low water level, RWCU system space high temperature, and RWCU

system high drain temperature. The parameters. that cause a Group 3 isolation
signal meet the requirements of a diverse isolation signal and are therefore
acceptable for meeting GDC 54 for reliable isolation capability.

3.7 Reactor Core Isolation Coolin RCIC S stem

Original SE p. 11: "The RCIC system also has a downstream (remote manual)
valve that would provide a more positive means of isolation...the additional
valve downstream should be added to provide long-term protection. This valve
is presently Appendix J tested so further quali fication of the valve would not
be needed. By letter dated September 17, 1990, TVA committed to include this
valve in the EOIs..."





Correction Provided by TVA: "This discussion implies 2-FCV-71-39 will still
be tested. This conflicts with page 3 of the SER which states "Delete [from
Table 3.7.A] HPCI/RCIC pump discharge isolation valves (FCV-73-44 and 71-39)."
The valve was deleted from the LLRT program upon implementation of TS 251.
This valve has been identified in the revised EOIs as a potential additional
isolatio'n valve for long-term protection in accordance with TVA's commitment."

NRC Revised Evaluation: The discrepancy is focused on whether 2-FCV-71-39
will be tested under 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix J. Penetration 9B has a double
check valve arrangement for containment isolation consisting of valves
2-FCV-71-40 and 2-3-572. The double check valve arrangement may not provide
assured long-term isolation as the pressure differential across the check
valves decreases. Valve 2-FCV-71-39 can provide the long-term isolation
assurance and has been incorporated into the emergency opet ating instructions
(EOIs) by the licensee. This valve automatically opens upon initiation of the
RCIC system, and is closed by operators following shutdown of the RCIC system.
In the August 17, 1990 meeting summary, the staff indicated that additional
isolation valves incorporated into the EOIs beyond the double check valve
arrangements would not require Appendix J testing. Therefore, the staff finds
acceptable the identification of valve 2-FCV-71-39 for longer term isolation
but does not require this valve to be Appendix J tested.

3.8 Hi h Pressure Core In 'ection HPCI S stem

Original SE p. 12: "The HPCI system also has a downstream (remote manual)
valve that would provide a more positive means of isolation...the additional
valve downstream should be added to provide complete protection in the long
term. This valve is presently Appendix J tested so further qualification of
the valve would be needed. By letter dated September 17, 1990, TVA committed
to include this manual valve in the EOIs..."

Correction Provided by TVA: This discussion implies 2-FCV-73-44 will still
be tested. This conflicts with page 3 of the SER which states "Delete [from
Table 3.7.A] HPCI/RCIC pump discharge isolation valves (FCV-73-44 and 71-39)."
This valve was deleted from the LLRT program upon implementation of TS 251.
This valve has been identified in the revised EOIs as a potential additional
isolation valve for long-term protection in accordance with TVA's commitment."

NRC Revised Evaluation: The discrepancy is focused on whether 2-FCV-73-44
will be tested under 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J. Penetration 9A has a double
check valve arrangement for containment isolation consisting of valves 2-FCV-
73-45 and 2-3-558. The double check valve arrangement may not provide assured
long-term isolation as the pressure differential across the check valves
decreases. Valve 2-FCV-73-44 can provide the long-term isolation assurance
and has been incorporated into the EOIs by the licensee. This valve automati-
cally opens upon initiation of the HPCI system and is closed by operators
following shutdown of the HPCI system. In the August 17, 1990 meeting
summary, the staff indicated that additional isolation valves: incorporated
into the EOIs beyond the double check valve arrangements would not require
Appendix J testing. Therefore, the staff finds acceptable the identification
of valve 2-FCV-73-44 for long-term isolation, but does not require this valve
to be Appendix J tested.



3.9 Residual Heat Removal S stem

Original SE p. 12: "RHR shutdown cooling supply, Penetration 12, is classi-
fied as a non-essential system. The penetration has an inboard and an
outboard motor-operated gate valve as isolation barriers. These valves
isolate upon a Group 2 signal. The parameters that input into the group
isolation signal meet the requirements of a diverse isolation signal. This
arrangement meets the criterion set forth in GDC 55 Part 4 and is acceptable."

Correction Provided by TVA: "Although Outboard Shutdown Cooling valve (2-FCV-
74-47) receives a Group 2 isolation signal, the valve is normally closed with
power removed to meet the requirements of our Appendix R program. Thus,
isolation is maintained by administrative controls during power operation, not
by a Group 2 isolation signal. The inboard valve isolates upon a Group 2
isolation signal."

NRC Revised Evaluation: The discrepancy is focused on valve 2-FCY-74-47 being
maintained closed through administrative controls as opposed to through Group
isolation control. SRP Section 6.2.4. II.6.f states that:

"Sealed closed barriers may be used in place of automatic isolation
valves. Sealed closed barriers include blind flanges and sealed closed
isolation valves which may be closed manual valves, closed remote-manual
valves, and closed automatic valves which remain closed after a loss-of-
coolant accident. Sealed closed isolation valves should be under
administrative control to assure that they cannot be inadvertently
opened. Administrative control includes mechanical devices to seal or
lock the valve closed, or to prevent power from being supplied to the
valve operator."

Therefore, the use of administrative controls to ensure the continued isola-
tion of valve 2-FCV-74-47 is acceptable.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above evaluation, the staff finds the plant configuration and
procedures, as documented by the discrepancies, to be acceptable.

Principal Contributor:'. Nonninger

Dated: May 11, 1992


